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Executive Summary

The hybrid vehicle market is growing as car manufacturers plan the implementation of hybrid systems across the range. In a compact car the maximum power of the motor is 60kW while the hybrid systems used in medium and large vehicles has inverter power that exceed 160kW. But when converting an existing petrol vehicle to a hybrid version, the available space in the engine compartment is often so limited that it is difficult to accommodate a PCU. Thus, it is necessary that the Power Control Unit (PCU) that controls the traction motors of hybrid vehicles has an higher power density and a smaller size.

To achieve these targets, manufacturers have developed different solution such as diminish the wire bonding or uses a double-side cooling structure to efficiently cool power semiconductor chips.

The HybridPACK Double Side Cooled power module is the first double side cooled IGBT module from Infineon specifically designed for automotive inverters. The FF400R07A01E3 is driving 700A and uses a very particular molded structure optimized for cooling and improving the thermal cycles capability and extends the lifetime of the power module.

The terminals are connected directly on the DBC with wire bonding and the dies are dissipated on the front side by alloy spacers.

The IGBT is manufactured with the standard TrenchStop technology design which allows reduction of conduction losses and switching losses. While the diode is an EMCON PN diode.

Based on a complete teardown analysis, the report also provides an estimation of the production cost of the IGBT, Diode and package.

Moreover, the report proposes a comparison the Infineon design and Toyota Prius Inverter Double Side cooled power Module, highlights the differences in design and manufacturing process.
Synthesis of the Physical Analysis

HybridPACK DSC:
- Dimensions: xxmm x xxmm xxxxmm
- Number of Pins: xx pins

IGBT:
- Dimension: xx mm² (xxmm x xxmm)
- Electrical Connection: xxxbonding
- Placement in the package: xxx on lower DBC

Diode:
- Dimension: xx mm² (xxmm x xxmm)
- Electrical Connection: xxx of DBC
- Placement in the package: xxx on lower DBC
Package Markings

Marking:

0000154202

Infineon Logo
FF400R07A01E3 S6
G1725
#RR737701
X-ray Images

Package opening – X-ray View
Package opening - From front side

- Upper DBC’s copper and solder layer
- Spacer

Front side Cu removal
Front side Cu removal
Front side Solder removal
Package Cross-Section

Spacer

Spacer

xxx mm

xxxx alloy

Spacer EDX

Package Cross section
IGBT die dimensions

- Die dimensions: xxx mm² (xxxmm x xxxmm)
- There is no marking on the die.
Die process
Die process current sensor
Die process gate
Die process

Transistor after delayering – SEM View
Die cross section

- Substrate thickness: xxx µm
Gate contact

Die cross section – SEM View
Die cross section

Die cross section – SEM View
Die cross section – Back side

- xx layer thickness: xxµm
- xx layer thickness: xxµm
- xx layer thickness: xxµm

Die cross section – Optical View

P doping and N doping

Si Substrate

xxx layer

xxx layer

xxx solder

Die cross section – SEM View
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Diode die Dimensions

- Die dimensions: xxx mm² (xxxmm x xxxmm)
- There is no marking on the die.
Die cross section

Die process – Optical View

Polyimide
Al layer
Doping
doping

Die cross section – Optical View
Die cross section
Description of the Wafer Fabrication Units - IGBT

In our calculation, we simulate a production unit using xxx wafers.

IGBT wafer fab unit:

Name: xxx
Wafer diameter: xxx
Capacity: xxx wafers / month
Year of start: xxx
Most advanced process: Power device
Products: Discrete/Power - Mainly power products; Diodes & IGBT
Location: xxx

This manufacturing line has been created in xxx. We assume that the clean room and equipment are depreciated
**IGBT Process Flow**

- **Front Side**
  - Trench etching

- **Front Side**
  - Gate oxide
  - Poly
  - CMP

- **Front Side**
  - Oxide #1
  - Oxide #2
  - Ti

*IGBT Structure Schematic*
Main steps of economic analysis

- IGBT Front-End Cost
- Diode Front-End Cost
- IGBT Back end Cost
- Diode Back end Cost
- DBS Assembly
- Final Test Cost

We perform the economic analysis of the component with the Power CoSim.
In our simulation, we assume a development and a production ramp up without important technical problem.
IGBT Front-End Cost

The front-end cost ranges from $xxx to $xxx according to yield variations.

The main part of the wafer cost is due to the xx (xxx%).
# IGBT Wafer Cost per process steps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation name</th>
<th>Wafer Cost (USD/Wafer)</th>
<th>BreakDown</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cleaning RCA Multi-Steps</td>
<td>$4.41</td>
<td>1.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rinse Multi-steps</td>
<td>$8.69</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Multi-Steps</td>
<td>$8.12</td>
<td>2.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCOS - LPCVD-Oxide (SiO2)</td>
<td>$1.03</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCOS - LPCVD-Silicon Nitride (SiN)</td>
<td>$3.73</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Synthesis**: $4.58 (0.12%)
- **Die Cost**: $6.60 (1.80%)
- **Packaging Cost**: $2.23 (0.62%)
- **Component Cost**: $1.46 (0.46%)

## Wet Etching (BOE) Oxide-SiO2
- **PVD-Aluminum (Al)**: $5.82 (5.21%)
- **PVD-Titanium (Ti)**: $3.40 (3.04%)
- **PVD-Nickel (Ni)**: $4.94 (4.13%)

## TMA Activation
- **Deposition**: $4.47 (0.41%)

Total Cost: $36.82 USD
Diode Die Cost

The diode die cost ranges from $xxx to $xxx according to yield variations.

The Front-end manufacturing represents xxxx% of the component cost (medium yield estimation).

Probe test, dicing and scrap account for xxx% of the component cost.
Packaging Cost

Module BOM
- IGBT (x2)
- Diode (x2)
- DBC (x2)
- Spacers
- Leadframe

Module Manufacturing
- Unpacking baseplate
- Base plate cleaning + rinsing + drying
- Solder screen printing on leadframe
- Die placing
- Reflow on DBC
- Visual inspection (Baseplate + DBC + die)
- Subset cleaning + rinsing + drying
- Wire bonding on DBC
- Unpacking terminals
- Solder screen printing on DBC
- Leadframe pick & place
- Space rs pick & place
- Reflow
- Solder deposition
- Emitter plate placing
- Reflow
- Plasma cleaning
- Transfer molding press
- Post Mold Cure
- Yield losses

Package Assembly Cost

Low Yield | Medium Yield | High Yield
--- | --- | ---

Untested Module Cost
Final Module Cost

The module cost ranges from $xxx to $xxx according to yield variations.

The IGBT dies manufacturing represents xxx% of the component cost.

The packaging represents xxx% of the component cost.

Final test and yield losses account for xxx% of the component cost.
Estimated Manufacturer Price

The module manufacturing cost ranges from $xxx to $xxx according to yield variations.

By taking into account a gross margin of xxx% for Infineon (2017 results), the module selling price is estimated to range from $xxx to $xxx according to yield variations.
Comparison between Infineon & Toyota PCU power module

HybridPACK™ DSC and Toyota DSC are two power modules packaging designed by Infineon and Toyota for Hybrid- and Electric Vehicle applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infineon</td>
<td>xxxmm x xxxmm x xxxmm</td>
<td>xx$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toyota</td>
<td>xxxmm x xxxmm x xxxmm</td>
<td>xxx$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two modules uses the same half bridge design with two IGBT and diodes assembled in the same molded package.

The main differences, other than the module size, is the uses of material. While Toyota uses xxx for both heatsinks and spacers, Infineon adopt xxx DBS for the heatsinks and xxxx alloys for the spacers.
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